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The Single Table dataset is the simplest EII building block, with a single Input 

Table feeding a single Output Form.
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The Child Table dataset type is the most useful and easy model to manipulate 

complex dataset. Child records are displayed beneath each parent record as a 

datagrid on the Form Tab. Because child records can be created, edited and 

deleted from the parent, use of the child application is not always necessary.
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A 1:1 dataset results when two table are joined where there is a one-to-one 

correspondence between their records. GENII is able to interpret this structure when 

the foreign key between them is also the primary key of each table.

Parent Table information can be provided in one of four ways:

►String or Integer Domain: for simpler non-dynamic data, use String and Integer 

Domains and do not employ the relationship editor.

►Foreign Domain: for large and dynamic domains maintain the parent data as a 

table and build a Foreign Domain against it. 

►Full Record Link: if the parent data are not directly needed in the child, it is 

most efficient to set a parent relationship and then employ a link control on the 

child record foreign key. If parent information is needed, the user can mouse-click 

the link and the associated parent record will open.

►Parent Data Required: if parent data are needed on the child form, associated 

parent form controls can be added to the child form. Only the foreign key may be 

edited, and it is best managed through a domain (although not required).
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The Subtype Application is used to connect detail or design tables of varying 

structure to a common set of header information. Although it is one of the most 

complex GENII application types, it is one of the easiest to build. Every table 

intended as a supertype must include a field dedicated to the specification of a 

subtype. Within GENII, this field must be assigned to a domain, and the domain to 

a dropdown selection box page control. Likewise, each table intended to be a 

subtype must contain a field containing the corresponding parent record identifier 

within the supertype table.

The Parallel Schema Application is no more than a Subtype Application: 

differences center on interpretation and how the supertype is managed. The goal 

is to model different attribute requirements associated with a single entity. For 

examples, different organizations may have different interpretations of the same 

datum. The best illustration is a section of road and its attributes. The road is 

located within a city, within a county, and within a state. Each organization may 

have its own attribute requirements, but the section of road is always the same. 

Common information is carried in the supertype, while disparate information are 

classified as child subtypes. In many cases, parallel schemas branch from spatial 

data. When this is the case, the binary component is stored in the supertype.

The Executive Reporting Panel provides an aesthetically balanced venue for 

clustering multiple reports employed by senior staff. This allows senior managers 

direct access to reporting tools without drilling into different portions of the GENII 

Application Index. Like the Dataset Application, an Executive Panel may be split 

into pages depending upon the number of reports attached to the panel.

The Executive Reporting Panel can include a variety of report types:

►Dataset Report

►Intersect Map

►Dataset Application Map

►Global Query

►Usage Report

►Data Steward Report

►Internal Report

Populate Controls are used to create numerous child table datagrid records 

based upon a corresponding set of records in a third reference table (the 

populating table). There are two configurations:

►Many-to-Many: where the population table is governed by a selector table 

where the populating table foreign key does not contain sufficient information to 

load the child table datagrid.

►Many-to-One: where foreign key information within the populating table 

contains enough information to load the child table datagrid.

The Work Order is used to group together the resources necessary to accomplish a 

given task. As such, a work order may contain many such tasks. Resources can 

include labor, materials, and materiel. The GENII Input Application may also be used 

to manage work order components within a single simplified screen.

The GENII Inventory System links together several different applications to 

create a single framework. An inventory process is built around a set of items, 

and it is desired to maintain a count of these items as they are used and 

replenished. Typically, a work order process will consume parts, while 

purchases from different vendors are used to replenish parts. Parts may be 

stored in different inventory locations, and parts may be grouped into part kits.

The key component of any inventory system is the transaction table 

application. A record is created for each inventory item purchased, expended 

in a work order, removed from the inventory, or shifted from one inventory 

location to another. The inventory item purchase price is also included with 

each transaction.

A GENII inventory is composed of the following components:

►Work Order: a business process where labor, materials, and equipment are 

used to satisfy a work requirement. When inventory items are consumed by a 

work order, directly or via part kit, they are subtracted from the inventory total.

►Inventory Item Application: the application table containing the collection 

of items which are to be inventoried.

►Transaction Application: this application appears as a datagrid on the 

Inventory Item Form. It contains a history of adding or subtracting items from 

the inventory. Any number of transaction types (purchase, transfer, or expend) 

may be modeled.

►Vendor Application: this optional application is a list of part suppliers. Any 

given vendor may supply any number of parts, and the same part may be 

procured from any number of vendors.

►Location Application: this optional application allows one particular 

inventory item to be stored in a variety of inventory locations within the same 

organization.

►Part Kit Application: this optional application may be used to group 

inventory items which may then be called by a single name. Calling this single 

name pulls all associated items and quantities from their inventory locations.
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